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Abstract— A SPE in Cell Broadband Engine is a general purpose
SIMD processor. Cell BE can achieve very high performance,
but it's necessary to modify conventional programs to utilize
SPE, due to it's memory model. This fact is a barrier of
application of Cell/B.E. If common services are accelerated by
SPE, even conventional programs can enjoy the benefit of Cell
BE without any modification. This paper proposes utilizing SPE
to accelerate kernel services to provide benefits of Cell BE to
conventional programs by using user space device driver
framework. Our solution allows kernel services to access to
multiple SPE easily. We implemented prototype on Linux on
PLAYSTATION 3 (PS3). During this work, we modified
compressed loop device driver, CLOOP and enhanced user level
I/O device driver, UIO.

silicon die. This fact suggests we could not expect PPE
achieves same performance as PP970 PowerPC processor of
same clock speed. Instead of that, as already seen, Cell BE
equips 8 SPEs, which is a 4 way SIMD high performance
processor. In PLAYSTATION 3 (PS3), 6 SPEs available to
general programming. However, SPE binary execution codes
are different from Power PC and, in most case, SPE requires
to modify existing codes due to difference of memory model.
These fact means most conventional code would run just run
on PPE, in other word, it just utilizes less than 1/6
performance of Cell BE.As general idea, if fundamental layers
like Linux Kernel and basic libraries are accelerated by SPEs,
conventional programs can utilize advantage of Cell BE.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cell Broad Band Engine is a multicore processor which
consists of a Power PC element (PPE) and 8 Synergistic
Processor Elements (SPEs). Instead of conventional coherent
cache among multi cores, Cell/B.E. has Memory Flow
Controller (MFC) and Local Store (LS) for each SPE. SPE
can access only small amount of high speed memory called
LS. MFC allows to simultaneous access to main memory and
other SPE's LS with SPE processing. MFC also has capable
of coherency checking among those memories. Fig 1. shows
those how HW components connect to each others.
As you can see layout of Cell Broad Band Engine at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Cell_Broadband_Engine_
Processor.jpg, PPE logic has just occupied about 1020% of

Fig. 1: Organization of Cell Broadband Engine
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And another strong motivation is, to get feedbacks to Linux
on PS3, based on experiments of Cell BE optimized
programming by ourselves. At the beginning of this project,
number of open source projects to Cell BE optimized
programming is quite small. We have needed to get feedbacks
to get our Linux environments improved to be much easier to
introduce and developing Cell BE optimized code.
II. INITIAL INVESTIGATIONS
In this paper we'll look into to allow kernel to utilize SPEs
to accelerate existing kernel service like inflating/deflating
data, encryption/description, calculation of digest and other
possible parallel computations. Before starting efforts, we'll
make clear requirements and constrains, to direct right way to
address issue.
A. Requirement and Constrains
In brief, we have following requirements
● Preserve existing API.
● Minimize changes to existing codes and Utilize
existing code as much as possible
● Improve performance, to achieve either at least.
● Take less PPE time with same execution time of
existing kernel.
● Make execution time shorter than existing kernel.
On implementing code which meets above requirements, we
need constraints of hardware as follows;
● CPU core of SPE doesn’t have “privilege” mode
concept, instead of it, MFC has capability to switch
between kernel mode and user mode address space
and between different user's address spaces.
● In addition to access to main memory address space,
access to SPE control resisters from PPE, has
concept of “privilege” mode.
B. Possible Solutions
There two possible solutions to allow kernel offloading
functions to SPE. The first one is to add new infrastructure in
kernel to allow SPE to access kernel address space and some
control layer corresponding to user space SPE management
library to talk with methods of SPUFS.
The another solution is to add thin helper functions, pseudo
device driver and user side daemon so that kernel can utilize
existing SPE management infrastructure for user space
program.

We refer the first approach as “Kernel Mode SPE Model”
or “Kernel SPE”, and the second one as “User Mode SPE I/O
Driver Model” or “SPE UIO”, respectively.
Kernel SPE is expected to have less overhead than SPE
UIO. On the other hand, some of duplicated features in user
space SPE management library, libsep2 would be needed to
port into Kernel. For instance, printf() of SPE talking to
libspe2 to offloading function to PPE side. Kernel SPE also
need to address debug infrastructure issue, possibly by adding
SPE debug features to xmon or kgdb.
SPE UIO is expected not to add SPE control code into
Kernel and expected to allow developers utilize existing SPE
programming tools, including debugger. Actually User Space
Device Driver infrastructure called “UIO” has already been in
mm tree and just recently got mainlined at 2.6.23rc1. Kernel
side modifications is expected to be minimized by utilizing
UIO. However this approach requires additional overhead to
communicate with User Mode SPE Device Driver, in theory.
And it's also needed to make secure User Mode SPE Device
Driver from other user programs, with this approach.
To minimize duplicated efforts, we'll look into the second
approach, SPE UIO, even it would have additional overhead.
C. Feasibility Study with CLOOP
As feasibility study, we start to try simple example using
CLOOP, software compressed loop back device driver. The
reason why, we decide to use COOP, is follow.
● It looked small and simple, to get faster
understanding inside and make modification simpler.
● It could be expected to have locality in memory
reference and have certain amount of computations,
to get faster execution time by SPE.
● It looks be utilized widely, for instance, by
KNOPPIX.
Later we realized CLOOP would be not best choice, it's not
mainlined and ancient codes looks still survive due to existing
and duplicated features in kernel.
We'd like to make sure SPE UIO meets requirements,
before discussing other details. First of all, we'd like to
explain SPE UIO won't be a security hole. Access to Main
Memory from MFC is bound inside corresponding user
process, since MFC is tied to MMU on PPE. SPE can’t reach
to Main Memory directly, just to LS. Data transfer between
LS and Main Memory is only taken place by MFC. Access to
SPE registers and LS are visualized in each user process unit.
Mapping LS and SPE registers are under controlled by kernel.

Access to special SPE registers, which potentially affect to
other SPE context, requires “privilege”. Kernel prevents to
map LS and SPE registers from other user process.
As a conclusion, SPE UIO is well isolated from the other
user processes.
We'll also look into other requirements, the first one is
“Preserve existing API”. SPE UIO is expected to be free from
existing API change. The second one is “Minimize changes to
existing codes and Utilize existing code as much as possible”,
SPE UIO tries to maximize to share existing code. The final
is “Improve performance”, we'll revisit this, later, as
“Estimation”
III. PROTOTYPING
A. Terminology.
We have used a number of shorten words. We'll describe
those here, again.
SPU

Synergistic Processor Unit
128bit general purpose 128bit SIMD
RISC processor.

LS

Local Store
256KB small and high speed Local
Memory connected to SPU

MFC

Memory Flow Controller
MFC transfers data between different
SPEs and Main Memory. MFC also
capable to check coherency between
different SPEs and Main Memory.

SPE

Synergistic Processor Element
SPU + LS + MFC

CLOOP

Compressed Loop Back Block Device

CLD

CLOOP Device Driver

ULD

“User Level Device Driver “ concept and it's
framework

ULD driver Kernel side helper device driver of ULD
ULD
daemon

User side device driver daemon of ULD

UIO

Linux Implementation of ULD, known as
“User Space I/O Device Driver”

SPE UIO

“User Space SPE I/O Driver Model”

B. Basic Design and Components
Kernel service which we are trying to accelerate, need to
talk with SPE which binds to user space device driver, by
some how. We'll look into how it can work with UIO.
UIO has capability to implement user space driver where
major task will be taken place by user space daemon (ULD
daemon) and kernel side pseudo device driver (ULD driver)
will assist the daemon. In general, ULD driver will take takes
which require capabilities of kernel, like mapping I/O
registers to ULD daemon or deliver corresponding I/O
interrupts to ULD daemon. ULD daemon will take place main
part of drivers like put/get I/O registers as response of
requests.
The other thing we need to take care is what context bound
to kernel space executions. In general, Kernel service which
we are trying to accelerate would be executed with context of
caller of corresponding system call . On the other hand ULD
driver would run with ULD daemon context, in most case.
In this paper, ULD daemon will offload tasks to SPE to
accelerate. referred as “SPE ULD daemon”. And ULD driver
will be implemented as derived class of UIO driver, referred
as “SPE ULD driver”. We also refer kernel service to be
accelerated as “Target Kernel Server”.
These there components could be designed to act as follow;
i. SPE ULD Daemon which is taking place SPE
offloading waits a request from kernel.
ii. Target Kernel Service locks required pages which
are used for communication with SPE ULD daemon,
and deliver request to SPE ULD driver.
iii. SPE ULD Driver sets up contents of these pages
and then wakes up SPE ULD daemon.
iv. These passed page includes identification of SPE
codes, parameters and input data/out put data.
v. The SPE ULD Daemon starts SPE(s) and has been
blocked until completion of SPE task, according the
parameters passed from kernel.
vi. During SPE tasks, communication between kernel
and SPE ULD daemon would be taken place as DMA
transfer by MFC though the locked pages.
vii. After SPE completes task, SPE ULD daemon will
inform it to SPE ULD driver. SPE ULD driver will
return results to the Target Kernel Service.
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Fig. 2: Data Flow and Structures
Fig. 2 shows overview of data flow and structures among
Target Kernel Service, ULD driver, ULD daemon and SPE
program. ULD daemon maps kernel side buffers, so that SPE
can access to though MFC. ULD driver provides capability of
such mmap(). To accomplish such mmap(), CLD driver
maintain own mapping tables. Fig. 3 illustrates execution
sequence of those components.
IV. ESTIMATION
As seen obviously, SPE UIO requires extra context switch
and transitions between Kernel and User mode. Those
overhead would potentially hit entire performance. So before
starting to implement whole staff, we have estimated
performance quickly, to make sure it's worth to do.
To simplify issues and trial, we decided to use MINILZO,
for inflating data. Because available implementation is
designed for embedded purpose, it meets LS requirement to
footprint.
From diagrams which shows entire sub system, context
switch is required to reach UIO daemon. Over head would be
consist from one context switch, mmap syscall and
communication costs between SPE and PPE which mainly
spent for data transfer. Data transfer time is expected to be
hidden by double buffering DMA. With simple program
which map and unmap /dev/zero with MAP_LOCKED, we
got following number by using ptrace T.
mmap() time and map size
Size

x86

PPE

64KB

102usec

266usec

128KB

148usec

391usec

256KB

289usec

680usec

512KB

564usec

1063usec

Condition of evaluation
x86 : ThinkPad X60s
Core Duo 1.3GHz
Fedora Core 6 userland
2.6.22rc2 based
PPE, SPE: PLAYSTATION 3
Cell Broadband Engine 3.2GHz

Fedora Core 5 userland
2.6.22rc2 based

To evaluate context switch time, we prepared a simple test
program communicate between parent and child with pipe().
To take a count of process page table size, test process map s
/dev/zero certain size with MAP_LOCKED flag.
Context Switch Time with /dev/zero mmap() ed size
x86

PPE

64KB

54usec

117usec

128KB

63usec

134usec

256KB

60usec

149usec

512KB

52usec

155usec

On the other hand inflating typical data with minilzo takes
400600usec for 64KB block. And SPE is expected to achieve
faster if we make optimization well by hand.
minilzo decompression time
data

x86

PPE

Single SPE

binary
(i386-/bin/ls)

468usec 507usec

560usec

text
(man gcc)

436usec 529usec

570usec

GCC version and Flags
x86 : Fedora Core 6 GCC 4.1.1 based
O3 fomitframepointer msse3
PPE: Fedora Core 5 GCC 4.1.1 based
O3 funrollallloops fomitframepointer
vectorize

ftree

SPE: IBM Cell SDK 2.0 spugcc, GCC 4.1.1 based
Very simple hand optimization (memcpy, find zero byte)
O3 mbranchhints mdd3.0 funrollallloops fomit
framepointer g ftreevectorize finlinefunctions ftree
vectloopversion ftreeloopoptimize fdatasections
ffunctionsections Wl,gcsections

These results suggest under following relation should be
achieved by 4 SPE with four 64KB blocks.
UIO SPE (391+134+565)

<

x86 (452x4)
usec

V. EVALUATION.
A. Input Data
We prepared input data so that it meets both constrains
RAM size of PS3 and reflect usual use cases. Input data is
ISO 9660 CD image (28.35MB) and contents are selected to
include both text and binary files, from PPC64 Fedora Core 5
installed tree.
Size of Input Data
RAW
miniLZO
GZIP -9

28.35MB
17.03MB
13.04MB

(60%)
(46%)

B. Evaluation Conditions
We modified CLOOP so that it uses “miniLZO” and SPE
UIO. We also prepare x86 version. We measured total
execution time with two scenario. One is sequential access
using by “dd”. The other is random access by using “diff” ,
which try to compare whole tree with the original tree in ext3
file system.
We added code to utilize counter register in SPE and PPE,
in order to measure time precisely.
C. Results
Implementation
is
still
under
going.
Current
implementation of ULD daemon maps 512KB inkernel
buffer, so that it can handle four 64KB blocks for input and
another four 64KB blocks for output. Here is a result with a
single SPE.
Single SPE UIO performance

List of Contents

x86

$ ls -Rl cd-image

drwxrwxr-x 2 machida machida 4096 Apr 11 07:54 boot
drwxr-xr-x 2 root
root
4096 Apr 14 05:03 sbin
drwxr-xr-x 3 root

PPE

UIO + Single
SPE

data

cd-image:
total 12

root

4096 Apr 14 04:59 usr

dd
(MB/s)

96.6

73.9

54.7

diff
(msec)

424

536

655

cd-image/boot:
total 28456
-r--r--r-- 1 machida machida 1110582 Dec 21 19:39 initrd.img
-rwxr-xr-x 1 machida machida 27985528 Dec 7 18:19 vmlinux-2.6.16
cd-image/sbin:
total 44
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 42468 Feb 24

2006 syslogd

cd-image/usr:
total 4
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 4096 Apr 14 04:59 share
cd-image/usr/share:
total 4
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 4096 Apr 14 04:59 doc

Details of Decompression execution time in CLOOP
PPE

cd-image/usr/share/doc:
total 4
drwxr-xr-x 2 root root 4096 Dec 21 18:16 zsh-4.2.5
cd-image/usr/share/doc/zsh-4.2.5:
total 232
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 1986 Mar 10
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 21687 Jul 23

2002 BUGS
2003 completion-style-guide

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 11839 Feb 27
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 82695 Apr 6

2004 CONTRIBUTORS
2005 FAQ

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root

5005 Jul 3
1477 Mar 14

2004 FEATURES
2004 LICENCE

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 9560 Jul 3
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 28518 Jan 12

2004 MACHINES
2005 NEWS

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 8768 Apr
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 30453 Jan

2005 README
2004 zsh-development-guide

-rw-rw-r-- 1 root root
$

We're also trying to figure out which parts affect entire
performance. We measured execution time of decompression
inside CLOOP. We did not yet check x86 performance
precisely due to lacking of timer code for x86. Instead of that,
I put numbers with PPE . The following table shows results
with four 64KB blocks

6
8

6330 Sep 10

PPE

CLOOP driver -> ULD
daemon

108x4usec

Set Up In ULD daemon

152x4usec

ULD daemon -> SPE

0.4x4usec

Set up In SPE

6.9x4usec

Decompression

636x4use

2004 zshprompt.pl

D. MFC performance with TLB handling

504x4usec

During this evaluation, we realized time for “Set Up In
SPE” would be dramatically increased (over x100x1000)
with certain condition. When ULD daemon touches every
mmaped() kernel buffer pages before invoking SPE
decompression routine, such abnormal result never observed.
However, even ULD daemon mmap()ed kernel buffer with
MAP_LOCKED flag, when the daemon stops such “pre
touch”, we always got such abnormal results.
This results say, “ Without pre touch, DMA transfer time
taken place by MFC would be dramatically increased.” MFC
DMA transfer utilizes MMU mechanism of PPE, to bind SPE
program to specific PPE process. That means MFC will refer
MMU hash table entries, implicitly. When no corresponding
entry is found, PPE will take expect ion for filling the entry,
just same as when PPE refers page never touched. It's very
expensive from SPE/MFC point of view. Unfortunately
current mmap() syscall doesn't install hash table entries, even
with MAP_LOCKED. We modified mmap() so that it install
has table entries if MAP_LOCKED option given. Actually we
got the results in the above table, with modified mmap().
There is chance to let another API to take this TLB
reloading function. Adding new flags to madvice() could be
one of such APIs.

VI. FURTHER WORK
As we mentioned we are still in working, we need to
address following areas.
1. Figure out details of overhead “CLOOP driver ->
ULD daemon” and “Set Up In ULD daemon” . And
Optimize them.
2. Optimize miniLZO decompression routines by
hand.
3. Extend implementation to use four SPEs.
4. Revisit TLB entry preloading to generalize.
5. Leave from CLOOP to same functions which are
already mainlined.
VII.CONCLUSIONS
We implemented a prototype of SPE UIO. This efforts still
under going. During work, MFC performance would be
affected by TLB status. To minimize it, we modified mmap().
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